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Arbitration is a dispute resolution in a long history, as a means for the solution of 
disputes, created earlier than suit. Arbitration develops without the supervision of the 
court. In history, excessive judicial supervision was transformed into a moderate one. 
Arbitration system can promote a healthy development by a moderate amount of 
supervision .In our country arbitral judicial supervision is always the core of 
arbitration theory and practice. There is a fierce controversy surrounding the aspects 
of arbitral judicial supervision, such as the time, extent, form and procedure, The 
research of the system of judicial supervision theory is important when arbitral law 
will be amended immediately. This article is divided into five chapters excluding the 
introduction and conclusion. 
The first chapter is the introduction on Arbitration Awards Judicial Supervision. 
It defines the concept of Arbitration Awards Judicial Supervision and its scope thereby, 
and further on theoretically discusses about the necessity and appropriateness of 
Arbitration Awards Judicial Supervision. Therefore comes to a conclusion that judicial 
supervision on arbitration awards must be necessary but appropriate! 
The second chapter is an investigation of Anglo-American law system and 
continental law system countries arbitral judicial supervision system. We found that 
with the continuous development of arbitration, especially the Model Law on 
International Commercial Arbitration Act effective implementation, we believe that 
our country's arbitration law should also comply with this trend, reduce the 
supervision of the arbitration court. 
The third chapter is the present situation and the drawbacks in our country of the 
award of the arbitration judicial supervision system. It's introduced three judicial 
supervision ways comprising to cancel the arbitral award, refusal to enforce the 
arbitral award, the arbitration again , and combining with several case studies, 
illustrate the disadvantages that the current application for cancellation of the 
arbitration award and refusal to enforce the arbitral award application way of judicial 
supervision, which belongs to the repetition of supervision, lack of coordination, 
apply for cancellation of arbitration award period is too long, lack of a unified court. 
The fourth chapter concerns the impact of The New Civil Procedure Law on the 















Procedure Law modified the arbitration system along with the contents that were 
modified；Meanwhile, discuss the positive impact about the modifications. 
The fifth chapter is the advice that mainly to perfect our country the arbitration 
judicial supervision system. First, to unify domestic arbitration and international 
standards of judicial review of arbitral awards; Second, to distinguish between 
arbitration and foreign within countries, respectively adopt the mode of cancellation 
and refusal to enforce supervision and supervision; Then, to strictly define the 
boundaries of legal procedure, ease to arbitration, the scope of the procedural blemish, 
allowed to arbitration. Finally, to establish the arbitration jurisdiction system clear the 
judicial review process startup period, a clear judicial organization and trial form, etc. 
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